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The Transformation of the World

2015-09-15

a panoramic global history of the nineteenth century a monumental history of the nineteenth

century the transformation of the world offers a panoramic and multifaceted portrait of a world in

transition jürgen osterhammel an eminent scholar who has been called the braudel of the

nineteenth century moves beyond conventional eurocentric and chronological accounts of the era

presenting instead a truly global history of breathtaking scope and towering erudition he

examines the powerful and complex forces that drove global change during the long nineteenth

century taking readers from new york to new delhi from the latin american revolutions to the

taiping rebellion from the perils and promise of europe s transatlantic labor markets to the

hardships endured by nomadic tribal peoples across the planet osterhammel describes a world

increasingly networked by the telegraph the steamship and the railways he explores the changing

relationship between human beings and nature looks at the importance of cities explains the role

slavery and its abolition played in the emergence of new nations challenges the widely held belief

that the nineteenth century witnessed the triumph of the nation state and much more this is the

highly anticipated english edition of the spectacularly successful and critically acclaimed german

book which is also being translated into chinese polish russian and french indispensable for any

historian the transformation of the world sheds important new light on this momentous epoch

showing how the nineteenth century paved the way for the global catastrophes of the twentieth

century yet how it also gave rise to pacifism liberalism the trade union and a host of other crucial

developments

Unfabling the East

2019-11-19



during the long eighteenth century europe s travelers scholars and intellectuals looked to asia in

a spirit of puzzlement irony and openness in this panoramic and colorful book jürgen

osterhammel tells the story of the european enlightenment s nuanced encounter with the great

civilizations of the east from the ottoman empire and india to china and japan here is the

acclaimed book that challenges the notion that europe s formative engagement with the non

european world was invariably marred by an imperial gaze and presumptions of western

superiority osterhammel shows how major figures such as leibniz voltaire gibbon and hegel took

a keen interest in asian culture and history and introduces lesser known scientific travelers

colonial administrators jesuit missionaries and adventurers who returned home from asia bearing

manuscripts in many exotic languages huge collections of ethnographic data and stories that

sometimes defied belief osterhammel brings the sights and sounds of this tumultuous age vividly

to life from the salons of paris and the lecture halls of edinburgh to the deserts of arabia the

steppes of siberia and the sumptuous courts of asian princes he demonstrates how europe

discovered its own identity anew by measuring itself against its more senior continent and how it

was only toward the end of this period that cruder forms of eurocentrism and condescension

toward asia prevailed

Mexico's Once and Future Revolution

2013-09-04

in this concise historical analysis of the mexican revolution gilbert m joseph and jürgen buchenau

explore the revolution s causes dynamics consequences and legacies they do so from varied

perspectives including those of campesinos and workers politicians artists intellectuals and

students women and men the well heeled the dispossessed and the multitude in the middle in

the process they engage major questions about the revolution how did the revolutionary process

and its aftermath modernize the nation s economy and political system and transform the lives of

ordinary mexicans rather than conceiving the revolution as either the culminating popular struggle



of mexico s history or the triumph of a new not so revolutionary state over the people joseph and

buchenau examine the textured process through which state and society shaped each other the

result is a lively history of mexico s long twentieth century from porfirio díaz s modernizing

dictatorship to the neoliberalism of the present day

Art of Nineteenth-century Europe

1970

ever since the late 18th century european society has been undergoing a transformation in which

the most dynamic element has been the middle class this provocative book contains the first

comprehensive study of 18th and early 19th century bourgeois society by american european

and israeli scholars in history anthropology literature sociology and law they examine the specific

characteristics of the middle class social types the extent to which their values and interests

altered the texture of 19th century european society and national differences that emerged in

their development

Bourgeois Society in Nineteenth-century Europe

1993

this work uses the critical theory developed by herbert marcuse and jurgen habermas to analyze

the english working class from 1750 to 1867 in particular its social protest activities

Domination, Legitimation, and Resistance

1978-02-17

this book rethinks the notion of nineteenth century capital s from geographical economic and

symbolic perspectives proposing an alternative mapping of the field by focusing on different loci



and sources of capital walter benjamin s essay paris the capital of the nineteenth century

identifies the french capital as the epitome of modernity his consideration of how literature enters

the market as a commodity is developed by pierre bourdieu in the rules of art which discusses

the late nineteenth century french literary field in terms of both economic and symbolic capital

this spatio temporal approach to culture also underpins pascale casanova s the world republic of

letters which posits paris as the capital of the transnational literary field and greenwich meridian

of literature this volume brings together essays by specialists on bayreuth brussels constantinople

coppet marseilles melbourne munich and st petersburg as well as reflections on local colour

literature the symbolist novel and the strategies behind literary translation offering a series of

innovative perspectives on nineteenth century capital and cultural output this study will be

invaluable for all upper levels students and scholars of modern european literature culture and

society

Other Capitals of the Nineteenth Century

2017-10-17

interdisciplinary studies of some of the greatest examples of german art song by major scholars

in musicology and german literature

Of Poetry and Song

2010

a lucid and authoritative introduction to the work of habermas his sometimes difficult and

inaccessible work is rendered accessible by michael pusey for the student reader



Jurgen Habermas

2002-11

jurgen moltmann is now regarded as one of the most influential theologians since karl barth

however evangelical engagement with moltmann has been hesitant and deficient this book fills

the gap ten respected evangelical theologians engage with moltmann s theology in a mature

dynamic and critical manner seeking to appropriate from it in a discerning manner the

contributors include sung wook chung kurt anders richardson veli matti karkainen stephen n

williams and timothy bradshaw this book is an excellent demonstration of intellectual confidence

and respectability of robust evangelical theology

Jürgen Moltmann and Evangelical Theology

2012-04-23

this book critically investigates jurgen habermas s attempt to develop communicative conception

of human rationality it explores habermas s fundamental commitment to the practical import and

ramifications of communicative rationality in the field of african political philosophy within this

context habermas s ambitious project to reconcile law justice and democracy is wide ranging this

work explores how it is among other things that deliberative institutions can become more

democratic through as dewey put it improvements in the methods and conditions of debate

discussion and persuasion

Communicative Rationality and Deliberative Democracy of Jürgen

Habermas

2004



taking the form of two companion volumes police courts in nineteenth century scotland

represents the first major investigation into the administration experience impact and

representation of summary justice in scottish towns c 1800 to 1892 each volume explores diverse

but complementary themes relating to judicial practices relationships experiences and discourses

through the lens of the same subject matter the police court volume 1 with the subtitle

magistrates media and the masses provides an institutional social and cultural history of the

establishment development and practice of police courts it explores their rise purpose and

internal workings and how justice was administered and experienced by those who attended

them in a variety of roles special attention is given to examining how courtroom discourse was

represented in print culture the role of the media in providing a discursive commentary on

summary justice and the ways in which magistrates and the police engaged in a law and order

dialogue with the press throughout consideration is given to uncovering the relationship between

magistrates the courts the police and the wider community and to charting the implications of the

rise of summary justice and the police man state for the urban masses as evidenced through

prosecution conviction and punishment patterns volume 2 with the subtitle boundaries behaviours

and bodies explores through themed case studies how police courts shaped conceptual spatial

temporal and commercial boundaries by regulating every day activities pastimes and cultures

Police Courts in Nineteenth-Century Scotland, Volume 1

2016-04-22

jürgen habermas is widely regarded as one of the outstanding intellectuals of our time this

collection focuses on the theory of law which can be distilled from his vast compendium of work

at the same time the collection places this theory in the context of habermas overall contribution

to the theory of society political theory and social philosophy volume i on the discourse theory of

law and democracy identifies the theoretical foundations volume ii focuses on the critical debate

of habermas discourse theory of law and democracy on the challenges posed by the postnational



constellation europeanization and processes of globalization and on particular strands within his

work such as genetic technology and religion each volume is prefaced by a comprehensive

introduction by the editors

Jürgen Habermas, Volumes I and II

2018-10-26

from decade to decade significant changes occur in the choice of first names for children one

time favorites are perceived as old fashioned and replaced by new choices in the name game

jurgen gerhards shows that shifts in the choice of names are based on more than arbitrary trends

of fashion instead he demonstrates they are determined by larger currents in cultural

modernization using classic tools of sociology gerhards focuses on changing atterns of first

names in germany from the end of the nineteenth century to the end of the twentieth using these

as an indicator of cultural change among the influences he considers are religion and he notes a

trend toward greater secularization in first names he considers the extent to which christian

names have been displaced and whether the process is similar for catholics and protestants he

traces the impact of different political regimes second empire weimar republic third reich west

germany east germany and the accompanying rise and fall of german nationalist sentiment he

also investigates the dissolution of the family as a unit of production and its impact on the

naming of children he shows that the weakening of traditional ties of religion nation and family

has led to greater individuation and greater receptivity toward foreign first names gerhards

concludes with a discussion of whether the blurring of gender and sex roles is reflected in the

decrease of gender specific names written in a lucid approachable style the name game will be

of interest not only to sociologists and cultural studies specialists but also non professionals

especially parents who are interested in reflecting on the process of name giving



The Name Game

2017-10-24

august bebel 1840 1913 was one of the towering figures of late nineteenth century european

socialism and the leading figure of the german labour movement from the 1860s until his death in

1913 born into a modest family and a half orphan from the age of four his advancement to a

pivotal role in the politics of imperial germany mirrored the success of german social democracy

in this period bebel was not only the founder and first leader of the social democratic workers

party of germany sdap a political movement that became the largest socialist party in nineteenth

century europe but he was also a powerful orator and leading member of the german parliament

he was described by contemporaries as the king of the german workers and the shadow emperor

of germany in this biography jürgen schmidt situates bebel s life and career in the political social

and cultural history of modern europe he also provides an overview of the growth of the labour

movement and working class political activism in late nineteenth century germany this is an

essential biography of one of germany s most influential and unique politicians living at a time of

great political social and industrial change in europe

Jürgen Habermas

2010

hans jürgen syberberg is an original the most controversial of all the new german directors and a

figure who has long been at the vanguard of the resurgence of experimental filmmaking in his

homeland syberberg s most characteristic films examine recent german history a documentary for

example about richard wagner s daughter in law who was a close friend of hitler the confessions

of winifred wagner 1975 but especially historical is his trilogy covering one hundred years of

germany s past including most famously hitler a film from germany also known as our hitler 1977



in this film and other works syberberg unites fictional narrative and documentary footage in a

style that is at once cinematic and theatrical mystical and magical hans jürgen syberberg the film

director as critical thinker essays and interviews is the first edited book in english devoted to this

director s work and includes his most important english language interviews as well as some of

the best english language essays on his work in sum this book is a significant contribution not

only to the study of syberberg s oeuvre but also to the study of german history and politics in the

second half of the twentieth century

August Bebel

2018-11-29

explores class formation and elite struggles in post communist central europe

Hans-Jürgen Syberberg, the Film Director as Critical Thinker

2016-12-27

the most important intellectual in the federal republic of germany for the past three decades

habermas has been a seminal contributor to fields ranging from sociology and political science to

philosophy and cultural studies although he has stood at the centre of concern in his native land

he has been less readily accepted outside germany particularly in the humanities his theoretical

work postulates the centrality of communication and understanding and as such his strategy of

debate is marked by a politically informed unity of theory and practice holub s book is the first

detailed account of the major debates in which habermas has engaged since the early sixties it

stems from the conviction that his critics have not understood the political strategy behind his

various interventions or the consistency that informs his intellectual activities habermas is viewed

in dialogue with important philosophical sociological and political currents in west germany holub

demonstrates how habermas pursues a course that incorporates various aspects of his



opponents positions while simultaneously defending perceived threats to democracy and open

discussion

Making Capitalism Without Capitalists

2000

the most comprehensive study available of one of the most influential of german protestant

theologians

Jurgen Habermas

2013-01-11

this essay collection presents a global history of the middle class and its rise around the world

during the age of empire it compares middle class formation in various regions highlighting

differences and similarities and assesses the extent to which bourgeois growth was tied to the

increasing exchange of ideas and goods and was a result of international connections and

entanglements grouped by theme the book shows how bourgeois values can shape the liberal

world order

Theology of Jürgen Moltmann

1995-01-06

the european union entered into an economic crisis in late 2009 that was sparked by bank

bailouts and led to large unsustainable sovereign debt the crisis was european in scale but hit

some countries in the eurozone harder than others despite the plethora of writings devoted to the

economic crisis in europe present understandings of how the political decisions would influence

the integration project continue to remain vague what does it actually mean to be european is



europe still a collection of peoples that rallied together during good times and then retreat to

nationalism when challenges appear or has europe adopted a common identity that would foster

solidarity during hard times this book provides its reader with a fresh perspective on the

importance identity has on the functioning of the european union as exemplified in jürgen

habermas seminal text the crisis of the european union a response rather than exploring the

causes of the crisis the contributors examine the current state of european identity to determine

the likelihood of implementing habermas suggestions the contributor s interdisciplinary approach

is organized into four parts and examines the following key areas of concern habermas

arguments placing them into their historical context to which degree do europeans share the

ideals habermas describes as crucial to his program of reform influence of habermas

cosmopolitanism through religious and literary lenses impact of habermas notions in the arenas

of education national economies austerity and human rights jürgen habermas and the european

economic crisis will be read by scholars in the fields of political theory and philosophy european

politics and cultural studies

Military Review

2014

jürgen habermas is one of the foremost philosophers and social theorists in the world today but

the complexity and breadth of his thought make him often difficult to understand in this book

stephen white offers a clear accessible and reliable introduction to habermas s work particularly

that which he has written since the publication of knowledge and human interest produced in

english in 1971 during this period new themes and directions have emerged in habermas s

thought which culminated in the theory of communicative action a massive work that has not

hitherto been the subject of extended commentary and analysis this book is the first to provide a

full length study of habermas s mature thought locating the latter in the context of contemporary

debates white explains habermas s ideas about action rationality communicative ethics



contemporary capitalism and new social movements which characterize his later work he also

examines habermas s interpretation of modernity showing that although like his forerunners in the

frankfurt school habermas maintains a critical stance towards modernity s instrumentalization of

reason he nonetheless offers a sophisticated defense of the universal significance of other

aspects of modern consciousness that are too often forgotten by many recent radical critics of

modernity throughout white presents habermas s work in such a way as to emphasize its

coherence and to demonstrate how it constitutes the beginnings of a distinctive new research

program in the social sciences as a well researched and lucid account of habermas s thought

this book will appeal to readers wanting an introduction to the complexity of his ideas as well as

to those already conversant with them it will also interest social and political theorists concerned

with the general theoretical issues that it covers

The Global Bourgeoisie

2019-11-26

a rare systematic thinker habermas has furthered our understanding of modernity social

interaction and linguistic practice societal institutions rationality morality the law globalization and

the role of religion in multicultural societies he has helped shape discussions of truth objectivity

normativity and the relationship between the human and the natural sciences this volume

provides an accessible and comprehensive conceptual map of habermas theoretical framework

and its key concepts including the theory of communicative action discourse ethics his social

political philosophy and their applications to contemporary issues it will be an invaluable resource

for both novice readers of habermas and those interested in a more refined understanding of

particular aspects of his work



Late Nineteenth Century Art

1973

jürgen habermas is arguably the world s most influential living philosopher by introducing ideas

such as the public sphere constitutional patriotism and the discourse theory of law and

democracy he has transformed modern political philosophy but since 2001 habermas s thought

has taken an unexpected turn this book is the first full length treatment of habermas s

postsecular political philosophy and critically analyses his new direction of thought the author

places the postsecular turn in the context of habermas s long standing commitment to developing

a postmetaphysical account of morality politics and human communication the tension between

secular liberal democracy and religious freedom is real but there may be losses as well as gains

to habermas s quest to translate the sacred

Jürgen Habermas and the European Economic Crisis

2016-05-20

in the 19th century economic growth was accompanied by large scale structural change known

as industrialization which fundamentally affected western societies even though industrialization is

on the wane in some advanced economies and we are experiencing substantial structural

changes again the causes and consequences of these changes are inextricably linked with

earlier industrialization this means that understanding 19th century industrialization helps us

understand problems of contemporary economic growth there is no recent study on economic

developments in 19th century germany so this concise volume written specifically with students of

german and economic history in mind will prove to be most valuable not least because of its

wealth of statistical data



The Recent Work of Jürgen Habermas

1989-08-25

taking the form of two companion volumes police courts in nineteenth century scotland

represents the first major investigation into summary justice in scottish towns c 1800 to 1892

volume 1 with the subtitle magistrates media and the masses provides an institutional social and

cultural history of the establishment development and practice of police courts it explores their

rise purpose and internal workings and how justice was administered and experienced by those

who attended them in a variety of roles

Jurgen Habermas

2014-12-05

this book offers a critical and constructive analysis of the contribution of jurgen moltmann to the

field of ecotheology moltmann is one of the foremost and influential contemporary theologians of

our time but his specific contribution to ecotheology has received relatively scant attention in the

secondary literature the author deals sensitively with the relevant scientific aspects necessary in

order to develop an adequate theology of the natural world she also offers a careful and

constructive analysis of the specific systematic theologies of creation humanity eschatology and

trinity that are woven into moltmann s rich interpretation of the relationship between god and

creation

The Postsecular Political Philosophy of Jürgen Habermas

2018-09-01

this book develops a thorough account of the sphere of human moral action in sustained



dialogue with jürgen moltmann by examining god s role as promise giver particularly in the

christian understanding of resurrection this work describes the occupancy of both history and

space in moral terms this leads to an understanding of jesus description of the kingdom of god to

feature prominently in describing both the possibility and content of human moral action by

offering an account of each of the main doctrines found in moltmann s corpus the role of the

future the trinity the holy spirit and anthropology this book locates how each contributes to the

understanding of ethics from a christian perspective and subsequently applies these findings to

the contemporary issue of poverty and global economics

The German Economy During the Nineteenth Century

2004-02-01

fourth wave immigration with its vast economic ethnic cultural linguistic and religious diversities

have brought new dynamics into the existing social and demographic structures and added both

opportunities and challenges to educational systems in north carolina a southern u s state with

the fastest growing rate of foreign born population in the nation in 1990 2010 and unique

geopolitical history this book brings together 17 scholars who have extensive experience working

with immigrants in north carolina and represent a wide range of educational expertise together

their studies illustrate the intersections between historical contexts geopolitical historical

constraints structural factors power policies and laws institutions and organization cultural issues

philosophies ideologies identities beliefs values and traditions and immigrant students

characteristics on the development of educational practices policies reforms and resistance

divmost importantly studying how north carolina education systems and actors adapt to meet the

challenges may offer valuable opportunities for researchers to understand the transformation of

educational systems in other new gateway states collectively studies in this book deconstruct the

framework of the traditional hierarchical assimilation and linguisticism policies in recasting the

concept of becoming americans in the new south the authors utilize frameworks that recognize



the structural barriers that disadvantage immigrants in new gateway states but also position youth

families and communities as possessing and utilizing valuable resources to promote educational

access and achievement in this sense this book contributes significantly to major contemporary

empirical and theoretical debates relating to educating immigrant children it is our hope that this

critical dialogue will continue at a national platform to promote discussion of these timely issues

div div

Police Courts in Nineteenth-Century Scotland, Volume 1

2015-01-28

globalization has become a popular buzzword for explaining today s world the expression

achieved terminological stardom in the 1990s and was soon embraced by the general public and

integrated into numerous languages but is this much discussed phenomenon really an invention

of modern times in this work jürgen osterhammel and niels petersson make the case that

globalization is not so new after all arguing that the world did not turn global overnight the book

traces the emergence of globalization over the past seven or eight centuries in fact the authors

write the phenomenon can be traced back to early modern large scale trading for example the

silk trade between china and the mediterranean region the shipping routes between the arabian

peninsula and india and the more frequently traveled caravan routes of the near east and north

africa all conduits for people goods coins artwork and ideas osterhammel and petersson argue

that the period from 1750 to 1880 an era characterized by the development of free trade and the

long distance impact of the industrial revolution represented an important phase in the

globalization phenomenon moreover they demonstrate how globalization in the mid twentieth

century opened up the prospect of global destruction though nuclear war and ecological

catastrophe in the end the authors write today s globalization is part of a long running

transformation and has not ushered in a global age radically different from anything that came

before this book will appeal to historians economists and anyone in the social sciences who is



interested in the historical emergence of globalization

Ecology in Jurgen Moltmann’s Theology

2016-09-01

how did german jews present their claims for equality to everyday germans in the first half of the

nineteenth century we will never yield offers the first english language study of the role of the

german press in the fight for jewish agency and participation during the 1840s david meola

explores how the german press became a key venue for public debates over jewish

emancipation religious educational and occupational reforms and the role of jews in german civil

society even against a background of escalating violence against the jews in germany we will

never yield sheds light on the struggle for equality by german jews in the 1840s and

demonstrates the value of this type of archival source of jewish voices that has been previously

underappreciated by historians of jewish history

Jürgen Moltmann's Ethics of Hope

2016-05-06

this series of handbooks of linguistics and communication science is designed to illuminate a field

which not only includes general linguistics and the study of linguistics as applied to specific

languages but also covers those more recent areas which have developed from the increasing

body of research into the manifold forms of communicative action and interaction for classic

linguistics there appears to be a need for a review of the state of the art which will provide a

reference base for the rapid advances in research undertaken from a variety of theoretical

standpoints while in the more recent branches of communication science the handbooks will give

researchers both an overview and orientation to attain these objectives the series aims for a

standard comparable to that of the leading handbooks in other disciplines and to this end strives



for comprehensiveness theoretical explicitness reliable documentation of data and findings and

up to date methodology the editors both of the series and of the individual volumes and the

individual contributors are committed to this aim the language of publication is english the main

aim of the series is to provide an appropriate account of the state of the art in the various areas

of linguistics and communication science covered by each of the various handbooks however no

inflexible pre set limits will is imposed on the scope of each volume the series is open ended and

can thus take account of further developments in the field this conception coupled with the

necessity of allowing adequate time for each volume to be prepared with the necessary care

means that there is no set time table for the publication of the whole series each volume is a self

contained work complete in itself the order in which the handbooks are published does not imply

any rank ordering but is determined by the way in which the series is organized the editors of the

whole series enlist a competent editor for each individual volume once the principal editor for a

volume has been found he or she then has a completely free hand in the choice of co editors

and contributors the editors plan each volume independently of the others being governed only

by general formal principles the series editors only intervene where questions of delineation

between individual volumes are concerned it is felt that this modus operandi is best suited to

achieving the objectives of the series namely to give a competent account of the present state of

knowledge and of the perception of the problems in the area covered by each volume to discuss

your handbook idea or submit a proposal please contact birgit sievert

Hans-Jürgen Syberberg, the Film Director as Critical Thinker

2016-12-27

german education plays a huge role in the development of education sciences and modern

universities internationally it is influenced by the educational concept of bildung which defines

germany s theoretical and curricular ventures this concept is famously untranslatable into other

languages and is often misinterpreted as education instruction training upbringing and other



terms which don t encompass its cultural ambitions despite this hurdle bildung is now being

recognized in current discussions of education issues such as standardization teaching to the test

evidence based policy and high stakes testing this volume clears up the confusion and

misunderstandings surrounding bildung by examining the origins of the concept and how it has

been applied throughout history it paves the way for educators to fully understand and benefit

from this model and all it has to offer

Globalization

2005

as media environments and communication practices evolve over time so do theoretical concepts

this book analyzes some of the most well known and fiercely discussed concepts of the digital

age from a historical perspective showing how many of them have pre digital roots and how they

have changed and still are constantly changing in the digital era written by leading authors in

media and communication studies the chapters historicize 16 concepts that have become central

in the digital media literature focusing on three main areas the first part technologies and

connections historicises concepts like network media convergence multimedia interactivity and

artificial intelligence the second one is related to agency and politics and explores global

governance datafication fake news echo chambers digital media activism the last one users and

practices is finally devoted to telepresence digital loneliness amateurism user generated content

fandom and authenticity the book aims to shed light on how concepts emerge and are co shaped

circulated used and reappropriated in different contexts it argues for the need for a conceptual

media and communication history that will reveal new developments without concealing

continuities and it demonstrates how the analogue digital dichotomy is often a misleading one



"We Will Never Yield"

2023-03-07

how does the way we think and feel about the world around us affect the existence and

administration of the death penalty what role does capital punishment play in defining our political

and cultural identity in this volume the authors argue that in order to understand the death

penalty we need to know more about the cultural lives past and present of the state s ultimate

sanction

Semiotik / Semiotics. 1. Teilband

2008-07-14

the political philosophy of the european city is a courageous and wide ranging panorama of the

political life and thought of the european city its novel hypothesis is that modern western political

thought since the time of hobbes and locke underestimated the political significance and value of

the community of urban citizens called civitas united by local customs or even a formal or

informal urban constitution at a certain location which had a recognizable countenance with

natural and man made architectural marks called urbs recalling the golden age of the european

city in ancient greece and rome and offering a detailed description of its turbulent life in the

renaissance italian city states it makes a case for the city not only as a hotbed of modern

democracy but also as a remedy for some of the distortions of political life in the alienated

contemporary centralized weberian bureaucratic state overcoming the north south divide or the

core and periphery partition the book s material is particularly rich in central european case

studies all in all it is an enjoyable read which offers sound arguments to revisit the offer of the

small and middle sized european town in search of a more sustainable future for europe
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